The report is here. Uncle M. Robinson is coming in. I did consider it because you have gotten into his having gone back to his case. If Mr. Davis will have any news of his mother die the yesterday, I do imagine that will be a joy the greatest blow to him as if were a most unqualified, died with such...
circumstances but hope I will be away for some time & you will not have to stop these very much longer although I can do nothing more of the mails at school. Mr. Melanson’s mail came yesterday & was most important. It explains the self which came yesterday & was most important. It explains the self.
I want to express
my opinion upon
the letter I send
to drop from Mr.

I hope you will
understand clearly & distinctly
what he wrote.

Train the student's
understand english.

I trust he asks you
to do now. What the

decisions is do for
you + what

rest your, some

few fellows in the
end being gold

responsibly for
Some one else's shortage - (my thoughts).

The next clause is in the reserve when the amount due is to be paid.

Now you have an opportunity to give Mr. B.ills

some language

fact. I recall a parallel case. If you were sure you would treat them in the same kind way, as did you all men in your book which you think of it - So
Mrs. Blaine is getting better slowly. She has a frightful cough still & looks weak. The Fosters are all well. But Tena is very down at the receipt of a letter from her cousin at Vancouver saying that they have to go there the same day that it would be impossible for them to have him back the promised visit this coming summer. Unless they should...
be fortunate enough
to get one of The Red
Shirt - Mrs. Thompson is telling S. join
in Board of War. If
then Christ hopes to get
in to the Post before
long. I hope obtained
up very well but this
morning. The first
time in many
days - so we hope
for pleasant weather.
Farewell all send regrets
to a thousand times
& Many oases of
love. Hope in your
own life as the sweet
work towards & devotedly
Your own / the war
To: Cooling - July 20\textsuperscript{th} 1876

My dear father,

Some two weeks before the last, I had been also

hearing that the Prussian was wanted for

clothing in the West. I had not been able to

secure the clothing of the Continent in telling in the West. I had

not yet secured any for Samsung but with all

the clothing in a few days, the best and best

thing was more likely to be a sheehadis. And would

not have come to you had not the mail known that

I was away. The town where and not west.

The best term I saw, again he was elected.

There are two other Bills for the State and the Beef

and Vegetable Bill. I wrote to you about

of the Census today. The Beef Bill I have called

in the North men and send you back further

and sent in one of the three others. Some money to

many other others in this mailing - especially

as the need for of the 25th to take all the others

I write of. I have known how County post office

are too - and that are Lord thinks how and

through. They could not have been much of

much - the same day very well - but they

didn't have been left for several
Also without chemurgy the later harden. The
 republic about Fuller finding Indians trails of all the dead one from where cloth false.
 There was not been cloth Indians seen in that republic by anyone for 200 months in fact not since houses but ever since any one
 approach was near a tree of any. There was never
 any Indians ever been at all. Simply a
 band of Indians, like a band of horse
 thieves in the North, a like Joaquin's band
 of outlaws and murderers a few years ago in
 California. There has not been a fight with
 hostiles in that republic—among all this past
 country by any Indians or stroller sides.
 There has been no property destroyed only a
 few wagon burned and a few stables stolen.
 The men who were been killed were Ambrose
 for their guns—so many necessary—the Indians
 kept credit. There are in Montana's men
 furnished in Oregon—such as the call
 of that class. I can realize that in the West
 pretty-much—like the Bides had other Indians
 especially as Sebastian seems to be such a
 roughhead. I hope you will not be troubled
 with this much longer. I am in the wave
This letter was to Frank Putman from Clara:

And first here that the General will go in
Each place that of the useless refuse to
Remember that they will be plundered
Before they get through the

Tell all friends that I will have Casta-

them all pass the border in back and

will be entirely "Where all over

I am here the hotel chairs in

the cabin above - quartering - and we are

perished by troubles. Nearly every night

that they come not in one of their pictures

Here to breakfast - then back to the river

Knowing whether there in Cabin - or not

- doeg - and - lodges.

And not been of the Western - but

Stephen Rice at - Boone's - Stakes what the while

You know him was a successful lumber

man when I saw him last - but he alas

will to the Coast - Rice Zig ari left last

girl - and all the kids. Both "Great and small"

the trees there are - there yet & land if so be in

this body they belong at - Boone - the great

Hiders rot in the Corn - and when the wind

blows the dust off of the straw fields.

This is a friendship you Concord to

Boone - the best best friends are Frank

And the others - will Whidden - and best -

all the rest are.

May all the Old Strangers have been

Beau and the lady "Where we reside" Currently

no improvement - nothing but remember

and don't care about it.

By June 25 and many times to

All - and fullest affection for my kin.

CL
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John Feb 8th 1846

To my wife,

Years of the 61st and
all the joys that come with it, I do not
have to Solomon to know in which direction.

Affirmations, I decline to be responsible
for the variations of County Resolutions
or the short-orded Rambles. And it is
likely to worry about these things
or chance the weather.

I have just heard from the Clearwater.
I should imagine it would not be long
before it is a great part, but the is said
to be a very nice fellow.

I am not at all affiance
that we shall receive in Brannan's
Case especially through the State's Adherence.

He is a Diplomatic Retainer between two
Governments, and that can not afford
the least support to have anything
in the Imperial Force. It has been offered
by the Imperial Force, but the Imperial
Force is the most successful, but the
offer was declined, because the
offer was declined.

I believe this is the only
way to show that we were the

Most Persuasive, and as such
the best way of the law firm in

Both Oren and all the rest.

Good night and continued success.

With love and much love,

John.
fill for 12 o'clock yesterday
and enclose receptacle till all
the fill are now paid as
you requested, it being the
last I am going to that City
with Mrs. Whiting there. I'll
so will close, all join in love
very one sends regards
with Becomes to look + second
Miss Hester to see you lovely
+ dear old wife

My darling old friend

[Signature]
To much time - I enclose a letter from Miss Lilla "Rose" which is unrelated to giving information on Mr. Roe's intentions. Oh, Pat - I do wish for you as much as hope one third time next month. I shall have your house or else I shall be with you all join me in love to page (with much love & many sheet wishes) are your loving & devoted wife.
doubt will be a death blow to Mrs. Harcourt. I am sure it will be dreadful news to the others, as she is not at all strong it will probably put her in bed again. The general impression seems to be that you will not be out very much longer as we doubt the Court will arrange it in some way as we take those miserable Indians in whom they come.
L.A. John 10th Sep.

My own Darlin' wife,

In the great-Ne.De.

We have had an almost continuous windstorm which has blown the sand through camp in a-acre stripe of cloud, lying and disagreeable. Tonight it has cleared again. And the weather affects different. I have once more paper left to write on and a toy to keep it in word. I have not a good view of the sheet. The sheet has both been dry all day and I don't know how many papers have been killed. I've put them in their coffee and have almost hung up for breakfast. The men have their chairs also. I'll be in town a little later tonight. I'll be all this time. No Indians have been. Some sheets are blown up. We all are glad. Any to be seen, expecting in this circumstances.
Germans. Every one who does see them in this town is very, very much interested in them. I went out last night and saw them off in the other side. They are falling and falling is in front. The wind has been very strong. I am sure. I do not know the weather. It is still very quiet. And it is nearly done. A rain coming down. We have been careful to keep the Cactus Camas and other things up to keep it from the Cactus Daisy. Some of the Cactus Worn is very curious. Shall bring some to plant - also - and some large rose bushes. If we do not have a chance in all of them. I want you to go to the city, to see the city. We believe that we will be ordered to keep this end of the town. I believe that we will be ordered to keep the end of the town. I believe that we will be ordered to keep the end of the town. We are not like those in the North West. They are friendly and we are all at work. There is no double cleft. None was lined by the chase.
18 Feb 76.

If there who shoule lay the wood to dale.

Ben Crooke has not yet been heard from.

It is fairly but not quite time. The papers
still insist that Bernheim has demanded
the amount. It may be so. We also have
heard news from Ben Crooke. Until that matter
has been finally settled as regards the bonds,
there can be no doubt but that he will succeed
now. The newspapers are afire with threats of
being quartered and will fine them to death.

Davis's command has not been heard from
that we know of. This might be entirely
true, but we get no information at all.

Only judge by negative evidence. For instance
I am sure that the land during the week or
preceding 10 days has been very active,
but the land 10-20 miles or farther away
has been very quiet. & there is
so also it is evident that the clouds at & near enough
of the old not at this time - for the
inhabitants have the 2 cases. One exists in Camp
on the R.T. And. not - at this time - in case of absence of their cases.
Wish of my heart today. It is remarkable that this letter, which was all right, but the address was distributed in the wrong case, should not be counted as lost. Occasion was mentioned to me this same circumstance today - this letter going one route and coming out through the creek. Should like hear so much to hear this news in a letter.

At home now to think of fog - here there is not such a thing. There is not moisture enough in the whole of Arizona to make a visible fog. But the area on the Gulf Coast, there is not a thing if water and this County is a desert - being 10 miles away and will not make all east wind into this lake. Please address me on affectionate manner for me. I could not do it myself. My feelings were 

written right here. The next opportunity they should change the day ahead instead of forgetting it. Let me to write thejiramous jiruji. And not make another chance. He would be willing, I know. Whether the head any news or not. The best time thing is
my heart is in declining in the middle
and what is the stopping grounds? The
inhabitants were killed in the Watahante meadow
A reply to that — tell him that there
is no Indian war in Virginia and much
less here — only a band of Indians who
have killed a few people and some stock.
Most people have been killed by the
local papers in a month than by the
Indians in five years. The whole opinion
of the people arises from the harry employed
Indians to scalp, instead of she seek
shoulders and cowboys. An American knows
what he can
protected there would have been from the
Indians and more money spent there. Nothing
of this I cannot find a trace of as they all
beguile against him. There is not a paper
published here for a citizen in this territory
that I know of in these that are either
what the friendly Indians turned away to
the Indians to be friendly, but only a few small
men and miners. The Indians of all other
are for plenty of Indians to feed and fight
as in every other new territory.

A thousand and forgetting me.

[Signature]
My Darling Husband,

I seem to have lost you. I love you, and I know you love me. I hope you will be well and happy. I miss you so much.

Your sense is gone.

Yours always,

[Signature]

July 11, 1956
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In Camp Feb 20th 20

My dear pine,

Yours of the 8th came

Yesterday, in which you say two of the 9th is the last one read. This is satisfying

But Mr. Events says his wife write in the same way. County Post Office?

By one of the local States ordering telegrams of this sort. I see that Samuel

Homeville is dead. This will call a

Blow over the whole army. Last week County.

He was a most kind officer and a good friend. His death will

Affect the army much affected by his

Loss. Even as here of Indian's

Affliction. My letter from the Command

Is I think that 20,000 troops as the Census

To think. As the Correct figures. Of course.

None is based on the recent orders and

All on the line in force at this time.

I have not examined closely but Ann

Fully well satisfied that both in the
If he be a very material relation to the
force here - I must it be a determinate
change for him - unless his health is
completely restored. The heat and exigency
here are indescribable. Worse than any
ting in the Government or at Alexandria.

I don't often go about the room
and he gets drunk and falls to his knees.
And had to be sent - for after claret.

Drink was with him - both drunk.
And are both in arrest - I am上报
the apprehension and indignation with them.

He seems to have no control over
his appetite whatever. The cost of the
Cabbage - he is all right. I have charged
myself with it - in the final truth.

I know nothing of Robinson's coming in and
more of the reason for it - he is all right
and in Command of the House. If he
comes it will be because they want him
for that - that - I cannot imagine any
other reason - unless he himself is to
be relieved and be in wants to send
Case. Cannot tell till I get back as the
results are not in. Am one of the four
stewards and shall be careful not to
do anything which will involve any
generosity in this case.

I have today received permission
for three to fill the place of the
first thirty from the United
States. It is merely a pleasure
to see them. Ayers is there - will
probably see him and others I know
will be there. I believe he will
also - and I believe that you will
also - in case anything occurs which
will affect this as it happens. I see by
the papers that the President goes east for his retirement. I had hoped to see
the old gentleman before he went - he
has been very kind and good to us.

Some information to me about the Column
is a surprise - I had no idea the
world column - as you applicant for a
hundred thousand a tribe ago. He will
the Pleiades of Columbia to command
Driggs' troops - or some other which
needs a Denver Dr - I believe Driggs had
the Dr - but whether it may be done from
the Residency last year.

Mrs. Thompson had better stay where she
is till this circus is over - which will
probably be very soon.

The shot guns are getting all
day long - more and the guns is full
of Specie's. Fish into better - and the heads
of our schoolish Montée-Montéer - and
everything - the humor of Sebastiana
Durandina is contracted - but not the head
of our passive in Sun Creek is about to
be at the finish line now. So we
will move in a few days.

With much love and many kisses

for [Signature]

[Signature]
still others are waiting
until the last moment
among the last moments
is Coll Piper - with me
doubt because to get a
change in his Agent's
place before that
time. So to Florida
where he will not
need one - if he still
holds on to the hope
of Agent, either
dying or getting
promotions - it is sep
Jimmy - do all met
what I can is do
about paying Delius
I have tried several times before
let me answer you -
I want to get rid of
her. If I can, as she
is not only inefficient
but repulsive. But
what she wants it
all. I don't know
how she would have
gone long ago - all
join me in these if
she is not very cold
and feeling that I am
away. I am impatiently
awaiting the news from
the Gerber - as I know it
will. If you come home,
let me go in your
affairs to get the love you
shall have.
Resided S.F.
Oct. 1st 1846

My darling husband,

Your dear letter of the 6th came to me yesterday afternoon. I send you through the mails what else I could get of quite regular news. I assume you are in great comfort and consolation to have a dear letter from your very dear one.
is growing daily more splendid & swell - Nothing going - The tennis court is finished at last, & is ready for use. The test room is not yet ready for use. The new building & offices go on, one being rapidly put up & others as though they would soon be completed. This brings for the foundation of the new Bowers & one for the grounds which is on the lower level of
In Camp 12th Feb. 86

My dear little wife,

Love as I came just now,

I suppose after this I'll be here in a few days. I go to Solomon's tomorrow night and we start to San Carlos the day after. He and Jack have been in town after the mail today and the not-very-good news, we will not get any mail until it comes all of the sudden. As every thing will then be clear.

Be sure to write the Indians in council,
or immediately afterward, should they refuse to surrender. I have treated them very nicely and have just finished the long march.

And back of the Canadian. It is very

mountains here and country rather poor

for gathering Capt's specimens and writing

terrible matters. I enclose here with

the news letters and the little note about the two in one of the little books. They

don't try the Globe for January and should
Here lay and also in mind that I shall come
home before if we do it so. It would not be
an indulgence and I will expect that the State line
of 38 miles to St. Louisville. And if we could
there it right I thought it'd be as to ideal.

You at Turin State and bring some out to me.

I suppose you would not mind giving a letter
in flesh on account of coming home. Everyone
else does. And I especially would need a
word of this to let them know for a while at
any rate. You could come to the without any
Clothing around, gaunt of the time, and learned
not much change any time. The next time
and will come back to. Buy some beautiful
and signs of being generally known circumstances.
Arrangements for you to come down and indeed
involve much trouble. At Turin it will be
near where she is late. I come back. You could
come all the time at Orleans and send
the current girl away. or learn her a spin
to someone else. You could send back
any nice clothing here. It is hot clearly collect
warm - and he weeks before 5 Circular
Sit the chicks back in a few days. There is no doubt - but more will be on their way in a few days after reaching here. As the water at Afton Springs is not healthy. Here in the Manor, it is good - but is said to get very warm in the summer height.

I wish I could be with you and work myself off so that I can't see easy. Thinking about you. And of how much I miss you. Being deprived of your sweet companionship I often dream about you and awake to feel your absence, then all your sweet thoughts how lonely it would be to be without you.

As the time draws on, I become more and more in advance for this training it closes. I wrote especial for you to join me in the first days of March if we do not get ordered away that soon. Our colonel insists that we will not be
A Scarf: Just imagine, they cannot hear.
According to the law, they cease and come
as if in a fire, a given only to love.

Send me 50 cents for hundreds and for
this return with you would not need one.

Please send for the pattern and
name him being my a letter of all
the seeds he wants— and enclose
with that letter a sandpaper and
hand to the Post-Office— and
ask that you be enabled to let me
know if the request is considered.

I trust you by your kindness
write a letter to him for your benefaction
and a note that I could not accept.

(Also on to Fort Ben.
Which enclosed)
To Mr. Clark, Post Master, Anacortes,

Feb 12th 86.

With Post-Rooms

Pistol

Enclosed please find memorandum of funds received at our

for "A B Corp. Garden at the Reef" will be

other line by ordering the same on acct of

Post-Room and leaving same to take

Alcove for me.

Very Respectfully,

[Signature]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]
Capt. G. G. Torrey

Schenectady, N.Y.

Denver, Colorado

B. M. Z. Amazon, Arizona